Travel is one of the best means for a society to maintain a permanent state of absent mindedness, which prevents that society from coming to grips with itself. It assists fantasy along mistaken paths: it occludes one's perspective with impressions; it adds to the wonder of the world, so that the world's ugliness goes unnoticed."Â recent dinner table discussion turned from a comparison of the virtues of Web Search Engines for various kinds of searches to the commentary, only partially Ironic, that actual geographic searches were best, because one achieved the greatest sense of having travelled somewhere. The complexity posed by the entertainment value of speed and the concomitant perception of travel without actual movement Is a perfect analogue to ideology that convinces us that we are doing one thing while In fact we are doing quite another. We are held raptly In a state of attentionor distraction -as the Microsoft commercial asks: "Where do you want to go today?" The sense that the speed of travel offers a kind of mastery of time and space Is echoed in another hightech ad campaign by the chip manufacturer Intel. We're taken on an Incredible journey Inside the computer, to see its guts, the chip that drives the machine towards ever more powerful applications, greater speed, smoother access to eroticized Images In vivid colors and rich digital sound, and images moving In increasingly life-like fashion. This animated journey reveals and explicates the architecture of the computer, domesticating it this Is not a mysterious black box, a threatening vortex of lost data and error messages to make the technophobe break out in cold sweats. The revelation of the Interior of the computer seems to offer a kind of modernist architectural representation: its structure is honest and will explain itself, will demonstrate how It works.
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where, do \ A related series of ads: a team of Intel chip fabricators, clad In brightly-colored reflective suits dance to a disco beat as they make chips in a stage-set version of a dustfree manufacturing plant; in another version, the reflective suits cruise the city In their mini-van, emerging on an urban sidewalk as if to enter a trendy night-club. Definitely hip, the computer Is not just for nerds anymore.
The sense of empowerment that the computer offers is linked to the experience of speed and the understanding of movement leading to understanding and In turn to mastery. We can navigate these new spaces, surf the web, enter cyberspace, cruise the information superhighway. This is a quantum leap from the Yellow Pages advertisement that encouraged us to "let our fingers do the walking." Mobility Is power, greater speed is greater control. The personal computer transformed -by market analysis, product development and promotion -into a user-friendly household object, marks a new milestone of the Integration of technology and the logic of the workplace Into the hours and spaces of domesticity and leisure.
The transformation of the new and threatening into the familiar recurs as one of the staples both of modern historical experience and of capitalist development. The mechanisms of this naturalization include among other clever slights of hand the construction of the new as inevitable. The marginalizatlon of old Images, objects and orders of signification goes hand in hand with slogan of Microsoft Corp, u \A/ a n t A progress but often not without resistance. For example, German history in the late 19th and early 20th century has been described as exhibiting an abnormal or indeed pathological adherence to an old order-to the authoritarian structures of monarchy, military and restrictive trade -which was central to the rise of fascism.
Germany's belated nationhood and delayed but extremely rapid industrialization distinguished it from the normal formation of capitalist economies accompanied by parliamentary democracy witnessed in France and England. The problem, of course, as pointed out by Richard Ely and James Blackbourne in The Peculiarities of German History lies in presenting this path of development, especially economic development, as normal.
Urbanization and industrialization ceilainly were rapid and traumatic in Germany; and the adherence to images of stability like Fuhrer, Kaiser and Heimat (Homeland) were signs of an anxiety about modernity that could be mobilized for violent, racist and nationalist causes. The fracturing of the image of stability that accompanied modernity, was universal, however, as were the social upheavals of migration and market-driven cycles of growth and economic collapse. Thus one senses the convergence of problems of historical representation and avant garde artistic production concerned with representing modernity and creating new forms consistent with modernity.
In this essay I examine change as trauma which requires, as Freud suggests in his essay "Mourning and Melancholia," that the energies cathected to the "lost object" be dissolved in order to be available for a process of recathecting, transferring attachment. Significantly the lost object need not be a person but may also be "some abstraction. ..such as one's country, liberty, an ideal and so on." The process of working through occurs through a lengthy process of reality testing, in which the subject's environment is re-mapped and found no longer to include the absent object. This process of detachment, if not successfully performed by a process of mourning results in a denial of the loss; the lost object is maintained as a fantasmatic form that leads not only to a denial of reality but also the potential for the subject to regress to earlier, primitive forms of object attachment. This model of subjective transformation and re-mapping of the relationship between self and environment offers a mechanism for understanding the complex process of adaptation to change if the new order cannot be adequately represented and navigated. In a sense, change is normalized, but presented as the source of significant trauma. Alexander and Margarethe Mitscherlich used a similar reading of melancholia in The Inability to Mourn as a mechanism for explaining collective processes of historical working through or failure to do Architecture has clear status significations. The wealthy have the power to navigate the spaces of the city and indeed the world in comfort, and to commission the construction of-and to inhabit-spaces that serve to insulate them from the shocks of modern life. Others are faced with the specter of a hostile physical environment, as in the late 20th century blighted inner city, and a social and economic playing field on which they have neither the power nor the understanding to compete. History, and the production of architecture, produce victors and victims. 
